Portable Battery Operated Electronic Magnifier

See near, far and everything in between with Acrobat HD-mini. High definition allows you to experience vivid colors and contrast, giving you a beautiful crystal clear picture and vibrant display. Its small footprint and lightweight design provides true portability from the classroom to home and work. A generous 13.3” display offers a large field of view, allowing you to see more on the screen. Easy to set up and ready to use, just take it out of its rolling case and you’re ready to magnify in seconds!

Acrobat HD - mini Features:

- Sony High Definition Auto Focus camera allows objects to be magnified at any distance
- Camera settings saved for each view
- Battery operated with 6 hours of continuous usage - Energy saving standby mode
- Camera and remote mounted controls
- Magnification 1.3x to 65x
- Computer compatible
- Compact size minimizes space needed on a table or desk
- Slide through base aids in document placement
- 28 available viewing modes to optimize contrast and brightness
- Adjustable reading lines and object locator
- Weighs 12.2 pounds
- 2 year warranty
- Designed & Assembled in the USA

View photos, read books & work on hobbies.

Ideal for distance viewing.
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Portable Battery Operated Electronic Magnifier

A built-in handle and rolling carrying case allow you to easily transport your lightweight Acrobat HD-mini between work, school or home.

Enjoy many hours of battery operating time and increase your productivity. Simply connect to a wall outlet for uninterrupted usage.

Your Acrobat HD-mini’s 13.3” monitor will display crisp, colorful, clear & vibrant images in high definition. View family pictures, textbooks, maps, charts, blackboards, presentations and so much more.

Durable rolling canvas case with expandable handle available.

Use like a magnifying mirror

To schedule a no obligation demonstration, please call
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